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NAHW DAY 117- 07 06 202 

CHAPTER 11 -THE COMPOUND 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

There are a handful of tools that appear before a complete sentence and cause it to function like an 

ordinary. They create what is known as a compound 

He helps (sentence) lo help (not a sentence, idca) 
T love to help3 love ice- cream. 

to+sentene = Ism 

that'+ sentence = ISm 

11.2 3 ANDs LIGHT HARFS HOH 
We learned that 3i makes the Jai after it light. We learned that 3i makes the I after it yyais. That is 

one function that each of these serve. Both of these p, however, serve another function. They 

transform a sentence into a compound 

To travel He travels 

Thet he travels 

He loves to travell 
He loves[that he travels] 
He loves [traveling 

í The teacher is funny 

2LsLii The te acher certainly is fonny. 

2131 öi That the Heacher is funny 



3 love that the teacher is funny 
9 love [ SCai i] 
Two Kinds of compound isms 

Let us begin by studying 3i. 8i transforms a zli e into a compound 

Take Js as an example. It is a normal i . In order to make it function like an , simply 

place an 3f before it. 

J áy Sl is a compound Iand can play the role that any otheri can play. Take a look at the 

following example. 

He wants to go to the masjid 
"To go to the masjid" or " J answers the questions "What does he want to do?" This means that it is a 

detail or a Ja 

MASDARIDEA) IN ENGLISH: To eat, To sleep 

Eaing, Sleeping 
1ai Ho help 

Helping 
Help 

Sobmission, Expectaio 

to submit, submission, submitHing 

3love +o[submit/ sub m ission/ submitting ] 

Compound ism ) is the Same as masdar li 


